
                                                                                          UNIT 1 gr 7 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:  

 ( wheelchair – spacious – operation – adventure – physically challenged – temporary) 

 1. My sister had a car accident. She hurt her arm and had an ………………… . 

 2. My friend is a ………………… so he couldn’t move his legs 

3-This month ,we live in a……………….house until we finish our new house. 

 4. I always look for ………………… . I like to find new things to do. 

  5. Our house has a very ………………… garden where we make parties.          

 

B- choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:  

1- I keep all my old things and pictures in the ………………. in a wooden box. 

       a-operation          b-attic                     c-hip                        d-source  

2- We should encourage using ……………. products to save the environment.  

         a-delicious        b- spacious              c- temporary          d- eco-friendly  

3- The internet is an important ………………… of information.   

           a- hip                 b-  attic                     c-  source             d-  operation 

4.   My mother made me a ………………… cake in my birthday . 

          a) spacious         b) delicious              c) temporary       d) eco-friendly 

5  . Wearing a seatbelt in the car ………………… the chance of getting hurt.  

           a) limit                   b) locate               c) rival                  d) depend 

  

C-Grammar 

  Sara is a doctor ……….(neither, is Mona- so, is Mona – so, Mona is) they work at the 

same hospital. Sara………….(has got- have got- got) a blue car but ……(Monas car- Monas’ 

car- Mona’s car ) is white. They ……(‘re – ‘s – ‘m) at the same age. 

  

D- Do as shown between brackets 

1- The students have got green cards .          ( make negative ) 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2– Salma's got a personal stereo.       ( Make negative )  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3 – Yes, I've got a new laptop.       ( Ask a question )  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4– Ali uses a wheelchair to move around.      ( Ask a question )  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5 – What ( do ) ……………. Ali do every week?     ( Correct )  

 

E-Write the underlined words correctly; 

1-I always keep my old clothes in the attic for a tmeoparry time. ………………………. 

 2-Eoc-firneldy houses  always save the environment. …………………………………… 

 3-I like all  kinds of food epsclleiay Pasta.                     ..................................) .  

4-There are different suocres of water.                      …………………………….. 

 


